Oslo LUX

Oslo LUX was founded and is organised by Anthony Rowe and Stahl Stenslie. Additional organisation from Edith Isdal and Meghan Reynard.

Oslo LUX 2013 was a one day celebration of the intersections of light, space and technology. The event featured a range of national and international artists, designers and architects: lighting designers, interaction designers, interactive architects, media artists, installation artists and creative technologists from around the world will be presenting the latest trends and discoveries in this rapidly developing field.

LUX is a series of conferences and associated exhibitions that probe the boundaries of light, space and interaction. The events explore, experience and analyse recent developments in art, design and architecture.

The first Oslo LUX took place in January 2011, and consisted of 10 speakers working with light, space and technology. About half of the speakers also presented work in an associated exhibition that took place at the Oslo school of Architecture and Design. The format was then replicated in Wellington, New Zealand as WGTN LUX.

Online details of the events at:
- http://oslolux.no
- http://lux.org.nz